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Abstract. Over last two decades, the techniques of magnetically driven quasi-isentropic compression and
launching high velocity flyer plates based on pulsed high current generators have being extensively used to
do dynamic material experiments under extreme conditions, such as high pressure, high temperature and
high strain rate. A compact pulsed power generator CQ-4 was developed to do quasi-isentropic compression
experiments of materials at Institute of Fluid Physics of CAEP, which can deliver maximum peak current of
about 4 MA to short-circuit loads and produce approximate 100 GPa pressure on the metallic samples. On
CQ-4, several types of dynamic material experiments have being conducted for equation of states, phase
transitions, constitutive relationships, micro-structure evolutions of matter under quasi-isentropic
compression and shock loadings. Meanwhile the dynamic behaviors of solid plastic bonded explosives and
their components have also being researched for better understanding the interaction of explosive
components under stress waves and the hot spot originations and evolutions mechanism of PBX explosives
under dynamic loadings. Several typical applications in dynamic material properties were shown in this
paper to exhibit the capabilities of CQ-4.

1 Introduction
Exploring the dynamic material properties at extreme
conditions such as high pressure and high strain rate is
very significant in many scientific and engineering fields
[1-3], for example, in the target designs of laser inertial
confined fusion, the insights into the equation of state
and strength of polythene shell and its Rayleigh-Taylor
instability growth during laser loading are one of the
critical factors affecting the success of target ignition [45]. Another typical example is the shielding of space
shuttle and station against high-velocity impacting of
debris or micro meteorite at average velocity of 10-15
km/s [6-7]. Over last several decades, multi-techniques
of dynamic loadings were developed to unravel the
characteristics of materials at different loading pressures
and strain rates, such as one-stage and two-stage gas
gun, laser irradiation, explosive driving high velocity
plates and magnetically driven loadings [8-11]. Recent
many experiments demonstrate that the technique of
magnetically driven ramp wave (quasi-isentropic)
compression and launching high velocity flyer plates
based on pulsed high current generators is a very precise
experimental method to do researches on the dynamic
material properties under ramp wave and shock
compression [12-15], which can realize loading
pressures from tens of GPa to several TPa and strain
rates from 104 /s to 107 /s. Since 2003, the compact CQ
*

series pulsed power generators for ramp wave and shock
experiments were developed to cover loading pressures
from tens of GPa to several hundred GPa at Institute of
Fluid Physics(IFP), China Academy of Engineering
Physics(CAEP) [16,17]. CQ-4 is one of them, which can
deliver pulsed currents with peak value of 3~4 MA and
rise time of 470 ns~600 ns to short circuit loads. Using
optimally shaped electrode panels, ramp wave pressures
up to ~100 GPa can be produced in copper and higher
impedance metals on CQ-4 [18, 19]. Alternately using
the magnetic pressure to launch aluminum flyer plates
can produce velocities >15 kms-1 [20]. In the following
sections, we will mainly focus on several types of
characterizations of dynamic material properties on
compact pulsed power generator CQ-4.

2 Experimental techniques on CQ-4
Two typical types of loading modes with different
thermodynamic paths including ramp wave and shock
compressions were developed to do experimental
researches on dynamic material properties on CQ-4. The
schematics of magnetically driven ramp wave and high
velocity flyer plate shock compressions are presented in
Figure 1.
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deduced from the flyer velocity and interface velocity by
the method of impedance matching.

3 Typical applications in
material properties on CQ-4

dynamic

3.1 Isentropes and verification of conventional
equation of states

(a)

The technique of magnetically driven ramp wave
loading has been extensively used to probe the
isentropesof materials at off-Hügoniot statesand finally
determine their equations of state (EOSs), which are
necessary for us to do hydrodynamic simulations.
Including the strength data which exist in the materials
under ramp wave loadings even up to several hundred
GPa, the isentropes can be used to verify the offHügoniot characteristics of conventional EOSs. Based
on CQ-4, the isentrope and strength of diverse materials
have being measured by means of magnetically driven
ramp wave loading technique. Here the example of
tantalum (Ta) under ramp wave loadings is taken to
illustrate this operation. Figure 2 gives the typical
interface velocity profiles between Ta samples and LiF
windows. Both backward integration [21] and
characteristic inverse integration [23] methods are used
to explore the longitudinal stress-volume relation of Ta
under ramp wave loading, and the Steinberg-CochranGuinan (SCG) constitutive model is introduced to obtain
the flow stress of Ta under quasi-isentropic compression
up to 100 GPa. The details of calculations can be seen in
our published article [19]. The Longitudinal stress,
quasi-isentropic pressure and isentropic pressure versus
volume relationships are presented in Figure3, in which
the ICE quasi-isentropic pressure is obtained by
subtracting the deviator stress from the measured
longitudinal stress. Then, the ICE isentropic pressure is
deduced from the ICE quasi-isentropic pressure by
subtracting the pressure increment induced by the
irreversible energy dissipation.

(b)

Fig. 1. The schematic diagrams of magnetically driven
experiments on CQ-4. (a) magnetically driven ramp wave
experiments, and (b) planar shock compression experiments by
magnetically driven high velocity flyer plates.

For magnetically driven ramp wave loading
experiments shown in Fig. 1(a), due to the relatively
long rise time over which pressure increases, the stress
wave structure travelling through a target can be clearly
observed through velocimetry measurements. In
addition, controlling the rise time of the current pulse
alters the loading strain rate, readily enabling
experiments in a regime of 104 - 106 s-1. The shaped
electrode panels ensure that the magnetic field is
uniformly distributed across the loading surface, and that
pressure propagates as a near planar wave through the
thickness of panels [18, 20]. The dependence of the
pressure loading with time can be calculated by
measuring the velocity of an electrode panel through an
impedance matched window (PIN3 in Figure1) and
applying a backwards integration method [21]. This and
other velocities are measured by a Dual Laser
Heterodyne Velocimetry (DLHV) system with
accuracies of 1% [22]. Measuring the velocity of the rear
surface of different thickness targets (PINS 1, 2, and 4)
enables the Lagrangian sound speed through the targets
to be calculated at different particle velocities. This then
enables recovery of the stress-strain or pressure-specific
volume relationships, and other dynamic material
properties by means of forward calculation methods such
as the dynamic strength and phase transition dynamics of
materials.
As shown in Fig.1(b), in the shock wave
experiments driven by magnetically accelerated flyer
plates, DLHV pins are used to record the shock arrival
times with time resolution < 1ns. The initial shock time
in target and flyer plate velocity are recorded by pins 1
and 3. Pin 2 record the shock wave transition time and
velocity profiles from the back surface of target. Shock
wave velocity is determined by the thickness of sample
and shock wave transit time. The particle velocity is

Fig. 2. The measured interface velocity profiles between Ta
samples and LiF windows on CQ-4.

Taking the measured isentrope of Ta as the reference
line, we verify several conventional theoretical EOSs
such as Grüneisen, Vinet, Birch, PUFF and Tillotson
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exists under ramp wave loadings even up to several
hundred GPa [24]. On CQ-4, two types of techniques for
measuring the dynamic strength at high pressures were
developed. One is the self-consistent method under ramp
wave compression [25], in which the in situ particle
velocities of samples with different thicknesses under
ramp wave loading and unloading are used to derive the
dynamic strength of material at different pressures. The
other technique is more direct measurement of material
strength under high pressure-magnetically applied
pressure-shear (MAPS) [26]. The MAPS technique
developed on CQ-4 is shown. Figure 5 presents the
schematic of MAPS experiments and Figure 6 gives the
typical application in directly measuring the dynamic
strength of aluminum.

EOSs.The detailed comparisons are presented in Figure
4.

Fig. 3. The Longitudinal stress, quasi-isentropic pressure and
isentropic pressure versus volume relationships inferred from
the experimental velocity histories.

In Fig.4, Based on the Gruneisen EOS with its
parameter Gamma proportional to volume, the
theoretical isentrope can be calculated with a linear
experimental Hugoniot as a reference, and theoretical
Hugoniot curves can also be calculated oppositely with
the ICE isentropes discussed above as references.
Regardless if the experimental Hugoniot or isentropes
are used as references, the Gruneisen EOS always shows
good agreement for different compressive states in the
pressure-volume plane. Furthermore, the ICE quasiisentrope, even the ICE longitudinal stress curve, can be
used as a reference in Gruneisen EOS instead of the ICE
isentrope. No marked deviation is induced by this
substitution, though this substitution is not rigid in the
field of thermodynamics, particularly in the calculation
of specific energy. The Vinet EOS has a universal
(p,v,T) expression for all types of solids under
compression without phase transitions, from which a
theoretical isentrope has been developed in this work.
We find that this isentrope yields very good agreement
with the ICE isentrope, but is lower than the ICE
longitudinal stress. This phenomenon is reasonable and
related to the fact that the Vinet EOS describes the
behaviors of materials under hydrostatic compression,
particularly isothermal materials, and does not reflect
material strength and dissipation effects.
Theoretical isentropes are also deduced from some
conventional EOSs, such as the Tillotson, PUFF, and
Birch-Munarghan EOSs. We compare these isentropes
with the ICE isentropes. A good agreement is achieved
in the range of 0–100 GPa, but the difference increases
gradually at higher pressures. The Birch-Murnaghan
isentrope is higher than the Tillotson and PUFF EOSs,
and the PUFF isentrope is lower than the ICE isentropes
at high pressures. The Tillotson isentrope provides a
better relative agreement with the ICE isentropes.
3.2
Dynamic
relationship

strength

and

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. The comparisons of experimental and conventional
EOS calculated isentropes. (a) Verification of global suitability
for the Gruneisen EOS using the ICE isentrope or the
longitudinal stress as a reference. The Hugoniot data cited from
Marsh (1980) [31], (b) Verification of global suitability for
the Vinet EOS and (c) Verification of global suitability for
other conventional EOSs.

constitutive

Strength of material is an important physical parameter
which reflects the ability to resist shear deformation. The
experimental data show that the strength of material
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As show in Figure 6, the measured strength of
polished aluminum agrees well with the previous data
measured using the self-consistent method. Due to the
difference of initial plastic strain, the strength of cold
rolled aluminum is bigger than that of polished
aluminum. Meanwhile, the strength of polished and cold
rolled aluminum increases with the loading pressures.

transition [26, 27]. Figure 7 gives two typical
experimental and calculated data.

(a)
(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. Schematic of magnetically applied pressure shear
loading(a) and 3D drawing of loading regime for MAPS
experiments (b).

(b)

(c)

Fig. 6. The dynamic strength of Rolled (purple) and polished
(green) pure aluminum directly measured by MAPS on CQ-4.

3.3 Phase transition and its dynamics
Fig. 7. The typical phase transition experiment under ramp
wave loadings on CQ-4. (a)the comparisons between
experimental and calculated interface particle velocities
between Tin samples and LiF windows, (b) the evolution of
different phase and (c) comparisons of Lagrangian sound speed
of this simulation with other researchers’ experimental and
calculated results [29, 30].

Due to its process loading with long rise time under
ramp wave compression, it is more superior to probe
some tiny or abrupt changes in the wave profiles.
Therefore, the technique of magnetically driven ramp
wave loading is a very useful tool to research the
polymorphic phase transition of materials and related
dynamics. On CQ-4, diverse materials such as bismuth,
iron, zirconium and tin were taken to do experiments for
obtaining some insights into their phase transition and
dynamics including multi-phase EOS, strength model
and non-equilibrium dynamic equation of phase

3.4 Dynamics of un-reacted solid explosives
One of the notablecharacteristics for ramp wave
loadings is that the temperature rise is very low in the
samples. So this technique provides a good tool to
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research the dynamic behaviors of solid explosives in a
very wide pressure range from 1 GPa to tens of GPa
[30], which is impossible for shock compression to do.
Meanwhile, we can also research the reaction rate of
solid explosives by putting six or more explosive
samples with different thicknesses in one ramp wave
experiment shot. In this experiment, the things of
explosive reaction from zero reaction to part reaction and
then to final complete reaction can be observed by wave
profiles. The loading pressure of near 20 GPa is
produced in the un-reacted solid explosives on CQ-4.
Figure 8 shows our typically experimental results.
By means of Lagrangian analysis, impedance
matching and backward integration methods, the
isentrope, strength model and reaction rate of solid
explosive can be obtained, which are necessary to do the
hydrodynamic simulations of explosive detonation or
ammunition safety.

In last ten years, the technique of magnetically
driven ramp wave loading was developed for dynamic
material properties on the compact pulsed power
generator CQ-4 at IFP of CAEP. The aforementioned
applications on CQ-4 have being conducted to
understand the dynamic behaviors of materials at macroscale in experiments and simulations. In the following,
we will do many researches in meso and micro-scale
simulations besides some detailed metallographes of
recovered samples from CQ-4 experiments. Of course, if
possible, we hope that we can integrate our compact
loading generators into advanced X-ray light sources
such as synchrotron or free electron laser for in situ
detections of materials under mesoscale or microscale.
The authors wish to thank Mr. Chao Xu,RongjieShui, Xiao Ma,
and Shunyi Deng at IFP for their dedications to experimental
operations on CQ-4. This work was supported by the National
Natural Science Foundation of China (Contract No. 11327803,
11502252), the project of Youth Innovation of Science and
Technology of Sichuan Province (Contract No. 2016TD0022).
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